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Applying scientific thinking

in the service of society

Regulatory implications of NBTs 

Scope & purpose

 ascertain applicability of existing legislation

 assess robustness of current regulatory framework 

and risk analysis practice to accommodate these 

and future, related technologies

 evaluate risk / benefit implications

 recommend accordingly
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Applying scientific thinking

in the service of society

Report structure

1. Introduction & background

2. The evolution of crop breeding techniques

3. Overview of new breeding techniques (NBTs)

4. The current regulatory framework for GMOs

5. Current global approaches to & opinions on the 

regulation of NBTs

6. Regulatory framework & risk analysis for NBTs

7. General conclusions & recommendations
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Genome Editing/
Targeted Mutagenesis

Null (Negative)
Segregants

Variants of Genetic 
Transformation

i) Site-directed nucleases (SDNs)
a.  Zinc-Finger Nucleases (ZFNs)
b.  Meganucleases (MNs)
c.  TALENs
d.  CRISPR/Cas
e.  …

ii) Oligonucleotide-directed 
mutagenesis

i) Cisgenesis
ii) Intragenesis
iii) Transgrafting

i) No trans DNA
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NBTs



i) Synthetic biology
ii) Gene drives

NBTs



Applying scientific thinking

in the service of society

Findings

NBTs hold great potential, in particular for

developing biotech innovation systems, as they

allow the relative quick, efficient, accurate and

cost-effective modification of valuable genetic traits

in crops, livestock and microorganisms.

1.
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[particular significance within developing country context]



Applying scientific thinking

in the service of society

Findings

Only Argentina has published an official, national

framework on how to regulate the products of NBTs.

In addition, countries such as Canada, which have a

strong product-base regulatory trigger require no

amendments.

2.
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[more recently also USDA & Israel, FDA “fluid”]



Applying scientific thinking

in the service of society

Findings

For all genome modified organisms the principle

source of risk, i.e. hazard, is the organism itself and

not the technique/process used to generate it.

This resulting product should therefore be the trigger

and subject of regulation and the regulatory

requirements should be proportionate to the possible

risks it poses.

3.
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[plus same technique can be used to generate products with widely

different risk profiles]
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breeding
GE
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synthetic biology

organism
GMO
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medicine
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PRODUCT- vs.  PROCESS-based regulation
Only relates to the trigger for regulation (defining criteria making a
product subject to regulation), BUT also has implications for science-
basis, scope and administrative coherence.

definition

- inaccurately assumes regulated process will inevitably
lead to fundamentally different/more risky products.

- could result in situations where enforcement is
technically impossible .

productprocess use productprocess use

- products are trigger (focus), but whole value chain is
regulated, able to incorporate proportionality.

Science & scope

productprocess 2 use

e.g. mutagenesis via different techniques.

product 2process use 2

product 3

product 1

use 3

use 1

e.g. CRISPR-Cas to introduce various types of changes.

Science & coherence



Applying scientific thinking

in the service of society

Findings

South Africa’s robust and experienced regulatory

system for GMOs can be used to effectively regulate

the products of NBTs and possible new techniques

developed in future.

To allow this accept that -

 the GMO Act has a product-based trigger, and

 the threshold is genetic variation beyond that

which may occur naturally.

4.
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GMO Act’s definition:
“GMO means an organism the genes or
genetic material of which have been modified
in a way that does not occur naturally through
mating or natural recombination or both, and
'genetic modification' has a corresponding
meaning.”
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PLUS exclusions:
mutagenesis, ploidy manipulations and
somatic hybridisation
[all excluded techniques are limited to harnessing endogenous genetic potential only &
human intervention/process is not considered an absolute trigger for regulation]

of which
through
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natural genetic variation

≡ natural biosafety risk 

natural risk threshold

≡ regulatory threshold

genetic variation > natural

≡ biosafety risk > natural
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d Small, targeted & untargeted 

insertions or deletions based on 

no-homologous end joining 

(NHEJ) & homology-directed 

repair (HDR); large genomic 

deletions; cisgenesis; epigenetic 

modifications; null segregants 

Insertion of heterologous, 

functional gene sequences, 

including genes and/or regulatory 

sequences (transgenesis); 

intragenesis

[figure 7.1, p79]



Applying scientific thinking

in the service of society

Findings
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The products of NBTs can simply be classified as

either GMOs, which will be subject to regulation

under the GMO Act, or non-GMOs that will not be

regulated under this Act.

A succinct “notification procedure” could ensure a

mechanism for making case-by-case decisions and

appropriate oversight.

5.

The products of NBTs can simply be classified as

those that may have risks greater than what may

occur naturally, which will be subject to regulation

under the GMO Act, or those having risks similar to

those that may occur naturally, which will not be

regulated under this Act.

A succinct “notification procedure” could ensure a

mechanism for making case-by-case decisions and

appropriate oversight.
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Applying scientific thinking

in the service of society

Findings
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Likely regulatory outcomes of the suggested

framework aligns well with the currently available

consensus discussions.

Its implementation will ensure effective and

appropriate oversight to ensure the safety and

sustainability of all relevant products, without unduly

impacting on innovation.

6.



17[table 7.1, p81]



Points to consider…
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The question is not “Are NBT products GMOs?” but

rather “What possible risks may be associated with

the products of the various NBTs and when/how

should these be managed?”, i.e. establish an

appropriate, science-based risk management

framework.
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Science-based 

risk analysis
Risk perceptions

THE EVOLUTION OF SCIENCE-

BASED GMO REGULATION

GMO 

regulation

Science-based 

regulation
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Oversight

Risk perceptions

Science-based 

regulation

Science-based 

risk analysis

GMO 

regulation

THE EVOLUTION OF SCIENCE-

BASED GMO REGULATION



Risk > 

natural

YesNo

NoYesNo

Were any new heritable genetic 

material/mutations directly 

introduced into the final product?

Does the NBT use a transgene 

temporarily?

Has any heterologous genetic 

material remained behind?

Product not regulated under 

the GMO Act.

Product regulated under the 

GMO Act

Were any heterologous 

genetic material introduced?

No Yes NoYes

Could the genetic variation 

have originated naturally?

Yes

Risk ≤
natural

Notification procedure

Registrar: GMO Act

Oversight

Regulation



• Defining “genetic variation beyond that which

may also occur naturally” → define an

acceptable threshold.

• International harmonization [& leadership].

• Alignment with Cartagena Protocol on

Biosafety.

CHALLENGES



THANK YOU!
Dr Hennie Groenewald   hennie@biosafety.org.za
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